


NIRF :- 13th Rank in the

Overall category

NAAC :- Anna University

was re-accredited with a

CGPA of 3.46 on a four-

point scale at “A” grade

To constantly raise the

quality of engineering

education.

To uphold the highest

ethical and professional

standards.

To serve the society with

technological advancement

was

established 1978 as a unitary

type of University.

There are 4 University

Department Campuses, 13

Constituent Colleges, 3

Regional Campuses and 593

Affiliated Colleges.

The state university offers

high - quality education in the

fields of technology,

engineering, applied

sciences and architecture.

The university offers

numerous postgraduate,

undergraduate and doctoral

programme.



The extremely

competent faculty

elevate DoMS to an

enviable level, one to

which thousands of

aspirants strive to

become part every year.

The in

Anna University

commenced in 1981.

(DOMS) has successfully

achieved in creating

talented, proficient and

dedicated professionals.

The emphasis on guidance

and counseling has effectively

complemented the regular

curriculum thereby imparting

robust sense of

professionalism along with

academic proficiency.

The programs are designed

extensively to discover and

foster the managerial skills of

business professionals. An

exceptional place for those

aiming to pursue a career in

business management.



The Centre for University - Industry
Collaboration, Anna University, established in
1991 primarily focuses on all domains of the
University.

It empower the students by arranging Industrial
Training, Visits and Projects, and enhance
Core Competencies of individuals. Through the
CUIC, the students of DoMS have an excellent
platform to connect academics and industry.

The programs are designed extensively to
discover and foster the managerial skills of
business professionals.

The Faculty Members and the Students of the

Department of Management Studies (DoMS), Anna

University, Chennai, made us proud by securing 59th

ALL INDIA RANK under MHRD-NIRF-2020.

The Department has continuous engagement with

academic experts and industrialists to enhance their

academic competencies and individual

professionalism.

With the erudite academic qualities of the Faculty members, the

students are nurtured to become the future leaders. The CUIC works closely

with DoMS in shaping the students for placements by conducting seminars on

Industry Readiness Program, Interview Techniques, FAQs, GD preparation,

Analytical Skills etc., With this exposure, all the students have an unique

academic as well as industry-ready disposition.

With these proven professional qualities it will definitely be a

“Placement Paradise” for any organization which intends to visit Anna

University for on-campus hiring. It is thereby my unique privilege to invite all

the Corporate HRs to visit our campus for on-campus recruitment.

“

”



Head Of the Department
Department Of Management Studies

College Of Engineering

the culmination of the process of molding highly employable and industry-

ready professionals through a two year long rigorous academic process. I

look forward to forging stronger bonds of co-operation to navigate

unchartered areas of excellence. Welcome home to the DoMS! ”

“ At DoMS, we persistently enhance ourselves to meet the challenges of the current

fast-changing world and its dynamic business environment. Given the pace of change

witnessed in the recent past, it is a task that keeps us on our toes. We incessantly and

continually strive to incorporate the best practices of the academic world into all our

programs, thus making DoMS an institution of great repute and an obvious choice for the

brightest young minds in the country.

The MBA program at Anna University Chennai is an approach to address this

concern in a scientific spirit. DoMS proudly and successfully has unleashed more than

thousands of highly successful managers into the corporate world through the years.

The time has come yet again for us to showcase the best minds we have constructed

and perfected for the outer world that is waiting to test and absorb the best of talent that

exceeds par excellence and competence.

Placements always form an important part of Management studies function. It marks
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Be patient enough to wait for what you deserve“ ”

Coming together is a Beginning, Staying together is Progress,
Working together is Success.“ ”



Waves are impressive not because they fall every time
they rise but because they rise every time they fall“ ”

WORK EXPERIENCE

I believe every individual needs Commitment, Compassion and
Courage to live a better life.“ ”

WORK EXPE R I ENC E



A clear vision backed by definite plans leads to success“ ”

Don’t let the fear of losing, be greater than the excitement of winning“ ”



”
Seek to work in a setting that will dare me extra at the same time as allowing
me to add to the sustained enlargement and achievement of the organization“

Hard work beats talent if talent doesn’t work hard“ ”



The best way to predict future is to invent it.“ ”

Anything is accomplishable with commitment and focused effort“ ”



Today's dreams becomes tomorrow's reality when opportunity meets talent“ ”



Never wait for a perfect moment, just make a moment,
and make it perfect“ ”
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